
CPE Speaking
Part 2: Photographs

A B C D

How do you spend your free time?

-   My favourite pastime is watching educational videos on you-tube

-   I’m not particularly fond of grand celebrations but I really enjoy family gatherings

-   I adore racing contests but I detest watching games in TV

-   I’ve occasionally participated in environmental projects but I’m not a regular member of any club. 
    I value my privacy and I avoid commitments that would take up my leisure time

I adore
I treasure
I cherish
I love dearly

My favourite
My dearest
My most-liked
My number one

I detest
I can’t stand
I’m not really into
……. is not for me
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What is the social value of the activities above?

- It offers a chance to
- It stimulates you to
- It encourages you to
- It develops 
- It allows you to
- It creates an opportunity to
- It boosts 
- It enhances
- It improves

to meet new friends/ people
to get out of the house
to relax
to recharge your batteries
to unwind after a stressful day
to let your hair down
to get involved in social activities
to build relationships
to have fun
……………
social relationships
community spirit
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Candidate A: Express your views on a picture
- What strikes me first when I see this picture is..
- The obvious message of this photo is..
- Now, if we take a step beneath the surface it seems to me that..
- If we scratch beneath the surface this image conveys the message of 

Candidate B: Comment on Candidate A’s views (use adverbs!)

- Certainly
- I couldn’t agree more
- I totally agree with you on that..
- That’s definitely right

- Personally, I can’t see the point of.. / why..
- Quite frankly, I’m not sure of.. / if..
- Well, that’s only partially true because..

- I’m afraid I have to disagree with you
- I don’t really think that..
- I’m sorry to say that this is 
                                     completely inaccurate
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A local magazine is producing a special edition on aspects of community life.

Look at pictures A and C and say which picture appeals to you more (1 minute)

Now, look at all the photographs and talk together about the role each activity plays in the life of a community 
today. Then decide which photograph would be the most suitable for the cover page of the magazine. (3 minutes)
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